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BOOK REJIEWS
power or forced labor has no lasting part in present day society. Dr. Comfort
finally urges the last possible incentive, since it is too late for revolution,
that of an "affirmative one-ness of human beings" through a program of
mutual aid. He maintains, as Peter Kroptkin, that we have human nature
on our side. The essential one-ness of all people in time will create human
bonds of love that will survive the vicissitudes of time. The author of this
book goes beyond the theoretical programs established to date in much of the
political sociology in the United States. Readers may disagree with Dr.
Comfort but his realistic analysis is not "without honor."
Iowa State College WALTER A. LUNDFN
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tion. de la peine en droit p6nal suisse (The suspension of the execution of
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struction d l'audience des tribunaux correctionnels et de police (The pro-
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Pinatel, La criminologie. Ses probl~mes fondamentaux (Criminology and its
fundamental problems) (p. 101-109) S. Sasserath, La d6tention des adultes
avant le prononc6 du jugement (The custody of adults before the pro-
nouncement of judgment) (p. 1748) R.-P. Vernet, La premiare entrevue et
Les conversations avec les ditenus (The first interview and the conversations
with the prisoner) (p. 77-100).
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H. F. Pfenninger, Die gesetzliche regelung der kastration (The legal regu-
lation of castration) (p. 169-171).
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